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What we’ll 
discuss today

▸ Value of Red Hat Ansible Automation 
Platform

▸ Product Strategy

▸ Why upgrade?

▸ Migration considerations

▸ Migration process overview 

▸ FAQ

▸ Resources

▸ Q+A

Agenda
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Remove repetitive 
tasks from the daily 

work of IT teams.

Allow teams to establish a 
consistent capability to 

achieve specific, desired 
outcomes. 

Foster collaboration among 
and across IT teams; a single 

platform around which the 
entire organization can align 

and grow. 

Deliver the ability to 
shape the shared solution 

to meet the nuanced 
needs of each team.

Red Hat Ansible is built around four core principles
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Automation Maturity Curve

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Aware Standardized Proactive Institutionalized Optimized

Speed Scale
Reliability

Effort per change

Standard onboarding
Reliable release process

Team autonomy
Testing framework(s)

Expanded external integrations
Governance driven RBAC

Cross team workflows
End-to-end automation provisioning

Automation first across silos

Federated Self-Service Automation 
Event driven automation

Self-healing infrastructure

CONFIDENTIAL
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▸ New containerized architecture

▸ New tools for better experiences

▸ Bring automation teams together

▸ Flexibility to scale up and out

▸ Improved performance

Why upgrade?
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https://access.redhat.com/support/policy/updates/ansible-automation-platform

September 29, 2023
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A better automation experience, 
with new capabilities that help teams: 

▸ Create automation content in a 
more consistent and efficient 
way

▸ Manage automation processes 
more effectively  across the 
entire organization

▸ Scale automation capacity 
easily and on-demand. 

Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform 2

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

UPDATED
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Self Managed (on-premises or cloud) Customer deployed
Managed by Red Hat

Customer deployed
Self-Managed 

On Amazon AWS marketplace

8

Ansible Automation Platform hosting options

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.3+ 
x86_64 (physical, virtual)

Red Hat OpenShift via dedicated Ansible 
Automation Platform operator (physical, 
virtual)

On Microsoft Azure marketplace On Google GCP marketplace

CONFIDENTIAL
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With automation controller 4.1, there are significant performance improvements in different aspects. 
Performance testing has been conducted comparing Tower 3.8.5 and Automation Controller 4.1. Some 
key improvements include:  

Performance improvements 

NOTE: these results may vary by customer environment

Analytics gathering   

22 % 23 % 98 % 60 %
  faster  

Jobs run 

  faster  

Job cleanups   

  faster    faster  

Job processing
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AAP 1.2 to AAP 2 
migration process 
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AAP 1.2 AAP 2.3

                     Isolated nodes

                                   
  PostgreSQL 10  

                            
                                                      RHEL 7, CentOS            

Automation mesh

PostgreSQL 13

RHEL 8, RHEL 9

Infrastructure migration considerations 

Blocking condition

Blocking condition
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Bare metal 

AWX

Bare metal 

Bare metal 

 Red Hat OpenShift 

AAP

What we’ll 
cover today
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Migration process overview

The migration process employs a side-by-side methodology that uses the Ansible 
Automation Platform installer to do the backup, restore and an upgrade from AAP 1.2 
-> AAP 2
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             1
Database Backup

   2

    Database Restore

             3

A DB backup of your original 
Ansible Tower environment 
running 3.8.5 is created and 
stored as a backup tarball

The Ansible Tower 3.8.5 is 
upgraded to Ansible 
Automation Platform 2 using 
a newly generated AAP 2 
inventory

A new Ansible Tower 3.8.5 
running on RHEL8.4+ is 
installed and restored with a 
copy of the backed up 
Ansible Tower database 

   1

    Database Backup

   3

    Upgrade to AAP 2
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Migration process detailed

>Database

Backup

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7

PostgreSQL 10
Backup 
Tarball

Current
Ansible Tower   

(AAP 1.2)

Database

Trigger 
upgrade on 
new 
inventory

Backup Tarball

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.4+

Database

Restore

Trigger 
upgrade on 
new 
inventory 

Backup 
Tarball

PostgreSQL 10

New
Ansible Tower   

(AAP 1.2)

Automation 
controller
(AAP 2.3)

PostgreSQL 13
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Infrastructure Migration Prerequisites

Hardware

▸ 16 GB of RAM for controller nodes, 
database node, execution nodes and hop 
nodes

▸ 4 CPUs for controller nodes, database 
nodes, execution nodes and hop nodes

▸ 150 GB+ disk space for database node

▸ 40 GB+ disk space for non-database 
nodes

Software

▸ Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.4 or later 
64-bit (x86) installed for all nodes on the 
soon-to-be Ansible Automation Platform 
2 environment

▸ Red Hat Subscription Manager with all 
systems registered with a Ansible 
Automation Platform subscription.

▸ Installation of firewalld on all systems and 
enabling mesh network port (default 
27199) on your execution nodes and hop 
nodes (if any)

Setup

▸ DHCP reservations use infinite leases to 
deploy the cluster with static IP 
addresses

▸ DNS records for all nodes

▸ Chrony configured for all nodes for 
synchronization of the system clock

▸ Non-root user with sudo privileges to 
initiate the installation

▸ Copying SSH keys to all nodes to ensure 
that installer runs without the need of a 
password when attempting to SSH 
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Backup Ansible Automation Platform 1.2 on Environment A

Procedure Breakdown

▸ Ensure no current running jobs or scheduled 
future jobs are to run

▸ Log into AAP 1.2 controller host command 
prompt and access the Ansible Tower setup 
directory.

▸ Run the setup.sh script to create the backup

$ ssh ansible@enva_controller1.example.com

$ cd /path/to/ansible-tower-setup-3.8.5-X

$ ./setup.sh -e 'backup_dest=<mount_point>' \ 
> -e 'use_compression=True' -e @credentials.yml -b \ 
-- --ask-vault-pass
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Import Ansible Automation Platform 1.2 DB to Environment B

Procedure Breakdown

▸ Environment B requires a clean install of 
AAP 1.2 on RHEL 8.4+

▸ Accessible backup file from Environment 
A as a mount point on Environment B

▸ Log into AAP 1.2 controller on 
environment B and access the ansible 
tower setup directory

▸ Run the setup.sh script to import the 
database

$ ssh ansible@envb_controller1.example.com

$ cd /path/to/ansible-tower-setup-3.8.5-X

$ ./setup.sh \
> -e ‘restore_backup_file=<mount_point>/tower-backup-latest.tar.gz 
\
> -e ‘use_compression=True’ \
> -e @credentials.yml \
> -r -- --ask-vault-pass
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Upgrade Environment B to Ansible Automation Platform 2

Procedure Breakdown

▸ Log into AAP 1.2 controller on environment B 

▸ Download latest Ansible Automation Platform 2

▸ Untar the ansible-automation-platform-setup tar 
file and access the ansible-automation-platform 
directory

▸ Copy the Ansible Automation Platform 1.2 
inventory to the 
ansible-automation-platform-setup directory

▸ Generate an Ansible Automation Platform 2 
installation inventory proposal

▸ Create a encrypted credentials.yml file

▸ Run the setup.sh with updated inventory

$ ssh ansible@envb_controller1.example.com

$ tar zxvf ansible-automation-platform-setup-2.x.x-x.tar.gz

$ cd /path/to/ansible-automation-platform-2.x.x-x/

$ cp /path/to/ansible-tower-setup-3.8.5.X/inventory .

#Generate AAP2 inventory from AAP1 inventory
$ ./setup.sh

#Create a credentials.yml file to encrypt passwords
$ echo -e "admin_password: password\npg_password: 
pg_password\nregistry_password: registry_password" > 
credentials.yml

#encrypt the password
$ ansible-vault encrypt credentials.yml

#Run AAP2 installer to upgrade
$ ./setup.sh -i inventory.new.ini -e @credentials.yml \
-– –ask-vault-pass
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[all:vars]
pg_host='10.0.188.133'
pg_port='5432'
pg_database='awx'
pg_username='awx'
pg_sslmode='prefer'
ansible_become='true'
ansible_user='ansible'
tower_package_name='automation-controller'
tower_package_version='4.1.1'
automationhub_package_name='automation-hub'
automationhub_package_version='4.4.1'
automation_platform_version='2.1.1'
automation_platform_channel='ansible-automation-platform-2.1-for-rhel-8-x86_6
4-rpms'
minimum_ansible_version='2.11'

# In AAP 2.X [tower] has been renamed to [automationcontroller]
# Nodes in [automationcontroller] will be hybrid by default, capable of 
executing user jobs.
# To specify that any of these nodes should be control-only instead, give 
them a host var of `node_type=control`

[automationcontroller]
envb_controller1.example.com
envb_controller2.example.com
envb_controller3.example.com

[database]
envb_database.example.com
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[all:vars]
pg_host='10.0.188.133'
pg_port='5432'
pg_database='awx'
pg_username='awx'
pg_sslmode='prefer'
ansible_become='true'
ansible_user='ansible'
tower_package_name='automation-controller'
tower_package_version='4.1.1'
automationhub_package_name='automation-hub'
automationhub_package_version='4.4.1'
automation_platform_version='2.1.1'
automation_platform_channel='ansible-automation-platform-2.1-fo
r-rhel-8-x86_64-rpms'
minimum_ansible_version='2.11'
registry_url='registry.redhat.io’ <1>
registry_username='myusername' <2>

# In AAP 2.X [tower] has been renamed to [automationcontroller]
# Nodes in [automationcontroller] will be hybrid by default, 
capable of executing user jobs.
# To specify that any of these nodes should be control-only 
instead, give them a host var of `node_type=control`

  
  

[automationcontroller]
envb_controller1.example.com
envb_controller2.example.com
envb_controller3.example.com

[database]
envb_database.example.com

[automationcontroller:vars]
node_type=control <3>
peers=execution_nodes <4>

[execution_nodes] <5>
envb_executionnode-1.example.com
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[all:vars]
pg_host='10.0.188.133'
pg_port='5432'
pg_database='awx'
pg_username='awx'
pg_sslmode='prefer'
ansible_become='true'
ansible_user='ansible'
tower_package_name='automation-controller'
tower_package_version='4.1.1'
automationhub_package_name='automation-hub'
automationhub_package_version='4.4.1'
automation_platform_version='2.1.1'
automation_platform_channel='ansible-automation-platform-2.1-fo
r-rhel-8-x86_64-rpms'
minimum_ansible_version='2.11'
registry_url='registry.redhat.io’ <1>
registry_username='myusername' <2>

# In AAP 2.X [tower] has been renamed to [automationcontroller]
# Nodes in [automationcontroller] will be hybrid by default, 
capable of executing user jobs.
# To specify that any of these nodes should be control-only 
instead, give them a host var of `node_type=control`

  
  

[automationcontroller]
envb_controller1.example.com
envb_controller2.example.com
envb_controller3.example.com

[database]
envb_database.example.com

[automationcontroller:vars]
node_type=control <3>
peers=envb_dcenter_exec_nodes,envb_dcenter_hop_nodes <4>

[execution_nodes]
envb_executionnode-1.example.com
envb_executionnode-2.example.com
envb-hop-miami.example.com type=hop peers=miami_exec_nodes <5>

[envb_dcenter_exec_nodes] <6>
envb_executionnode-1.example.com

[envb_dcenter_hop_nodes] <7>
envb-hopnode-miami.example.com

[miami_exec_nodes] <8>
envb_executionnode-2.example.com
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$./setup.sh -i inventory.new.ini -- --tag generate_dot_file

Using the graphviz generator tool
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AAP 1.2 AAP 2.3+

              Not using Collection in Playbook

                                   
  Using localhost in Playbook  

                            
                        Python virtual environments     

        Designing with isolated nodes  

Collections in Use

Re-design Playbook

Automation execution environments    

Designing with automation mesh 

General migration considerations 
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Using localhost in playbooks

Ansible Automation Platform 1.x

▸ Running a job on localhost translated into 
running on the underlying tower host.

▸ You could use controller host to store data and 
persistent artifacts

▸ This was not always a good idea or best 
practice.

▸ E.g If you have a multi-node cluster, then you 
could hit a different host each time.   

—--
- hosts: localhost

gather_facts: false
vars:
  myfile: /mydata/file

tasks:
   - name: "Read pre-existing file..."
     ansible.builtin.debug:
       msg: "{{ lookup('file', '{{ myfile }}_read') }}"
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Using localhost in playbooks

With Ansible Automation Platform 2…

▸ Localhost means you’re running inside a container, which is 
ephemeral in nature.

▸ Use some form of shared storage solution, like Amazon S3, 
or even rsync data to your data endpoint.

▸ You can also use isolated jobs path option, to inject data 
and configuration into container at runtime.

▸ Provides a way to mount directories and files into an 
execution environment at runtime.

▸ Caveats - The volume mount has to pre-exist on all nodes 
capable of automation execution and beware of SELinux 
file permissions.
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---
- name: Install NGINX Plus
  hosts: all
  collections:
    - nginxinc.nginx_core
  tasks:
    - name: Install NGINX
      include_role:
        name: nginx
      vars:
        nginx_type: plus

    - name: Install NGINX App Protect
      ansible.builtin.include_role:
        name: nginx_app_protect
      vars:
        nginx_app_protect_setup_license: false
        nginx_app_protect_remove_license: false
        nginx_app_protect_install_signatures: false

Using collections in playbooks

---
- name: Install NGINX Plus
  hosts: all
  tasks:

    - name: Install NGINX App Protect
      include_role:
        name: nginx_app_protect
      vars:
        nginx_app_protect_setup_license: false
        nginx_app_protect_remove_license: false
        nginx_app_protect_install_signatures: false
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Using collections in playbooks

Understanding execution environments

▸ Minimal (ee-minimal-rhel8) - Contains a version of 
Ansible core corresponding to the platform release. 
(Doesn’t include any collections)

▸ Supported (ee-supported-rhel8) - Layered on top of 
ee-minimal this contains the collections maintained by 
Red Hat and their dependencies.

▸ Compatibility (ee-29-rhel8) - Compatibility execution 
environment that contains Ansible-2.9 to help 
customers ease into the transition.

Note: A customer needs understand their automation dependencies and the collections included in each 
execution environment to make the decision of building custom execution environments using 
ansible-builder.
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Migrating tower virtual environments

Streamlining Transition

▸ Use the awx-manage command line utility to get a custom list 
of Python virtual environments from AAP 1.2 setup

▸ Running the awx-manage export_custom_venv command on 
each Python virtual environment to get the list of Python 
packages installed.

▸ Checking the association of a Python virtual environment using 
the awx-manage custom_venv_associations command

▸ Filtering the above information to create execution 
environments using the ansible-builder tool

Hub/EE 
registry

Tower virtual 
environments

Custom execution 
environments
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Migrating tower virtual environments

Automated Process

▸ Pulling a list of packages from each custom 
Python virtual environments present on the 
Ansible Automation Platform 1.2 environment

▸ Comparing the package lists from the 
previous step with the package list of the 
minimal execution environment.

▸ Create a new custom execution environment 
that uses the Ansible-2.9 execution 
environment as the base and including the 
missing dependencies from the list in the 
previous step.

  
  

---
- name: Review custom virtualenvs and pull requirements
  hosts: enva_tower
  become: true
  tasks:

- name: Include venv role
  ansible.builtin.include_role:
    name: redhat_cop.ee_utilities.virtualenv_migrate
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○

▸ What is the minimum version of Ansible Engine my Ansible Playbooks must run on for compatibility with EEs?

○ The minimum version is Ansible Engine 2.9.10

▸ When does Ansible Automation Platform 1.2 reach End of Life (EOL)? 

○ September 29, 2023 

Can I use the same subscription manifest when migrating between versions of Ansible Automation Platform?

▸ Yes! You can use the same manifest for upgrading as long as the managed node inventory is the same for both clusters/instances. The 
migration period may not exceed six months without an approved exception from the Ansible Business Unit. 

When should I consider creating a custom execution environment (EE)?

▸ It really depends on your requirements, but the two most important factors here would be python requirements and the portability feature 
of execution environments. 

▹ Custom EE/s would ease moving of automation from development environments to production AAP.

▹ If your automation depends on collections (with only roles) and the python/binary  requirements are satisfied by the default EE, in 
that case it might be better to  have a collection requirements file, at the end it depends what model you want to go for.

What is the easiest way to create a custom EE?

▸ The easiest way is to use the ansible-builder CLI tool, but there are Ansible roles/collections available to help you assist in EE creation 
and based on your requirements you can build CI around the available tools.

What is the minimum version of Ansible Engine my Ansible 
Playbooks must run on for compatibility with EEs? 

▸ The minimum version is Ansible Engine 2.9.10

When does Ansible Automation Platform 1.2 reach End of Life 
(EOL)? 

▸ September 29, 2023
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Migration resources
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Reference Architecture Customer Portal: Migration Assistant tool

https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/reference_architectures/2022/html-single/ansible_automation_platform_1.2_to_2_migration_guide/index
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/reference_architectures/2022/html-single/ansible_automation_platform_1.2_to_2_migration_guide/index
https://access.redhat.com/labsinfo/aapua
https://access.redhat.com/labsinfo/aapua
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/reference_architectures/2022/html-single/ansible_automation_platform_1.2_to_2_migration_guide/index
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Customer portal: Migration FAQ Checklists

HTML   |  PDF

HTML   |  PDF

Customer portal: Buying Guide

https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/why-migrate-ansible-automation-platform-2-checklist
https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/prepare-for-migration-ansible-automation-2-checklist
https://access.redhat.com/articles/6192881
https://access.redhat.com/articles/6192881
https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/why-migrate-ansible-automation-platform-2-checklist
https://www.redhat.com/rhdc/managed-files/ma-why-migrate-ansible-automation-platform-2-checklist-f31309pr-202203-en.pdf
https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/prepare-for-migration-ansible-automation-2-checklist
https://www.redhat.com/rhdc/managed-files/ma-prepare-for-migration-ansible-automation-2-checklist-f31310pr-202203-en.pdf
https://access.redhat.com/articles/7002931
https://access.redhat.com/articles/7002931
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Access the labs and progress at your own pace

https://www.redhat.com/en/engage/redhat-ansible-automation-202108061218
https://www.redhat.com/en/engage/redhat-ansible-automation-202108061218
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Red Hat Consulting

● Validates and reviews your 
environment and current 
automation workflows and assists 
with defining and executing a 
migration strategy.

● Prepares your teams for Ansible 
Automation Platform 2 integration, 
including enabling and training 
administrators to manage the new 
platform and providing best 
practices to ensure future success.

Migrate with the help of Red Hat Services

Red Hat Technical Account 
Management

● Runs workshops with your teams to 
explore product capabilities and 
increase practical skills to build a 
reliable, resilient and secure Ansible 
Automation Platform.

● Provides immediate assistance to 
overcome migration roadblocks and 
assists teams in monitoring new 
platform performance to drive 
continuous improvement.

Get started: red.ht/aap2-migration

Red Hat Training and Certification

● Adopt the newest Ansible features and 
ensure your team is ready to automate, 
configure, and manage Ansible 
Automation Platform 2 with training.

● Advance your Ansible skills with our 
recommended technical training: 

○ DO374: Developing Advanced 
Automation with Red Hat Ansible 
Automation Platform

○ DO467: Managing Enterprise 
Automation with Red Hat Ansible 
Automation Platform

https://red.ht/3kO4A7Q
https://www.redhat.com/en/services/training/do374-developing-advanced-automation-red-hat-ansible-automation-platform
https://www.redhat.com/en/services/training/do467-managing-enterprise-automation-red-hat-ansible-automation-platform
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Questions? 
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linkedin.com/company/red-hat

youtube.com/user/RedHatVideos

facebook.com/redhatinc

twitter.com/RedHat

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise 

open source software solutions. Award-winning support, 

training, and consulting services make Red Hat a trusted 

adviser to the Fortune 500. 

Thank you


